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We present the deployment of a 33 MHz offline gated imaging correlator for the GMRT, as well as its use in
localising newly discovered pulsars with the GMRT. The offline gated correlator uses base-band data recorded at
Nyquist rate over 33 MHz bandwidth. This gated correlator is an upgrade of the previous 16 MHz design [1]. A
comparative study of the sensitivity improvement on the gated image plane aided by band-width enhancement will
be reported here.

The GMRT High Resolution Southern Sky (GHRSS; [2], [3]) survey has found 28 pulsars so far. The discovery of
pulsars is only half of the job. We can only determine the rotational and astrometric properties of these newly
discovered pulsars after their follow-up studies, which requires precise localization within a few arcseconds.
However, the positional uncertainties achieved at the time of pulsar discovery are within tens of arc minutes for the
GHRSS survey at 400 MHz. Pulsar timing follow-up can yield precise positions, but it takes more than a year to
minimise the covariance between astrometric and other timing parameters. However, in pulsar gating, where the
visibilities are folded with pulsar timing ephemeris binning over the pulse longitudes. we can localise pulsars in a
few arc-sec with gated imaging in a single observation. We use an off-pulse subtracted gated image [1] to eliminate
all other continuum sources resulting in unambiguous pulsed emission localization.

Using this upgraded correlator, we recently located two millisecond pulsars (MSPs). For the two MSPs, the
discovery positional uncertainty was of the order of a degree. The two MSPs were located at 18’ and 51’ from their
discovery phase centres, respectively. The two MSPs have been localised within one arcsec using gated imaging and
multiple PA beam formation techniques. In addition to presenting the successful localisation of the newly discovered
millisecond pulsars, we will also discuss the ongoing study of probing off-pulse emission using this gated correlator.
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